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TOM LLAMAS: So we are following some developments here at this news conference in
Uvalde. That is Beto O’Rourke who is telling the governor of Texas right now another shooting
is going to happen, essentially putting the onus on the governor and the leadership in Texas right
now, confronting him face-to-face at this news conference over the killings that happened at this
elementary school. We should mention Beto O’Rourke is also running for office here in the state
of Texas, statewide office. He is being escorted out right now by police, a stunning moment here
around 24 hours after the shooting just occurred. A lot of screaming back and forth there in the
hall. We were about to hear from the Lieutenant Governor, Dan Patrick And it — it appears there
are other protesters inside.
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LLAMAS: We had not heard about gun control until someone in the audience confronted
Governor, Greg Abbott. That someone was Beto O’Rourke, who’s running against Governor
Abbott for the statewide office as a Democrat. Here's a little bit of what he said during the news
conference.

[PRESS CONFERENCE CLIP]

LLAMAS: That's Beto O’Rourke right there, confronting Texas Governor Greg Abbott face-to-
face, saying another shooting was going to happen unless they took meaningful action on gun
control. You can see Beto O’Rourke walking outside. He was escorted by police there. Our
Morgan Chesky was outside and caught up with Beto O’Rourke. Morgan joins now live.
Morgan, what did Beto O’Rourke tell you? 

MORGAN CHESKY: Yeah, Tom, it was absolutely a stunning scene. We heard the commotion
inside, saw DPS officers and local police sprint towards the high school and then saw O’Rourke
walk outside. We were able to meet him as he was surrounded by a thong of people and I asked
him the one question we wanted to hear the answer to. Take a listen. [TO O’ROURKE] Now is
not the time to make this political?

[BETO CLIP]

CHESKY: That response coming after Texas Governor Greg Abbott said now is not the time to
make this political. You can hear the passion in O’Rourke’s voice. He went onto say that
something absolutely has to change, following not only the school shootings across our country,
but of course that shooting in El Paso, Texas, just a few years ago that let more than 20 people



dead. Tom, it was a stunning scene to see this play out in realtime here as this community tries to
move forward as best it can.


